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OSVALDO A. JAEGGLIt AND NINA M. HYAMS

ON THE INDEPENDENCE
INTERDEPENDENCE

OF SYNTACTIC

AND MORPHOLOGICAL
ENGLISH ASPECTUAL

AND

PROPERTIES:
COME AND GO*

The English verbs come and go in the 'aspectual'use exhibit a curiousrestriction:
they may not appearin any overtly inflected form. We argue that this inflectional
restrictionis due to syntacticand thematicconsiderationswhich are independentof
wordformation,supportingthe claimthat the basicpropertiesof inflectionalmorphology are to be analyzedby makingreferenceto the syntaxproper. Our analysishas
implicationsfor severalothertopics,includingthe structureof INFL, the mechanisms
involvedin affixlowering,the ban on unboundaffixes, the LF propertiesof primary
vs. secondary0-roleassigners,and the role playedby pleonasticdo.

0.

PRELIMINARY

REMARKS

The analysis of verbal inflection has played an important role in the
development of generative grammaticaltheory since its inception (cf.
Chomsky1955, 1957). Recent proposalsin the Principlesand Parameters
frameworkof generative grammarhave introducednew ideas which attempt to providereal explanationsfor certainlong-standingproblemsand
puzzles in this area. In this paper, we will consider certain puzzlingfacts
associatedwith a particular'aspectual'use of the Englishverbs come and
go, illustratedby the sentences in (1) below:'.
(1)a.
b.

Come talk to me.
Go climb a rock.

t The Editorsnote with great sorrowthe death of OsvaldoJaegglion August 20, 1990.
* We would like to acknowledgehelpful commentsand discussionfrom Alfredo Arnaiz,
MorrisHalle, Kyle Johnson, Alec Marantz,David Pesetsky, Jean-YvesPollock, Geoffrey
Pullum,Ian Roberts, and Jean-RogerVergnaud.A version of this paper was presentedat
the Midsummer'sSyntaxWorkshopat UC IrvineduringSpring1990. Our thanksas well to
the participantsof thatworkshopfor theircomments.Thanksalso to SusanHirshfor editorial
assistance.
' All of these sentencesare acceptablein AmericanEnglish. We have been
told by several
speakersof BritishEnglish, however, that all of these are at best marginal,if not totally
unacceptable,in theirdialect,withimperativesas in (la,b) beingslightlybetterthan declaratives (lc-e). These differencesmay be related to other well-knowndifferencesbetween
AmericanEnglishand BritishEnglishconcerningthe auxiliarysystem;in particular,differences concerningpleonasticdo. We leave these issues open for futureresearch.
NaturalLanguageand LinguisticTheory11: 313-346, 1993.

?) 1993 KluwerAcademicPublishers.Printedin the Netherlands.
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He will go talk to his advisortoday.
WheneverI/you have time, I/you go watch a movie.
WheneverI need some advice, I come talk to you.

We will show that the range of facts associatedwith come and go, which
have not received a satisfactoryanalysis in previous frameworks,follow
nicely from recent proposals concerning INFL and the syntax of verb
movement. The analysis we propose has interesting consequences for
several topics, includingthe structureof INFL, the precise mechanisms
involved in affix lowering, the ban on unboundaffixes, and in particular,
the role played by pleonasticdo in English.
A fundamentalinsight of linguistic theory is the notion of linguistic
level of representation.Assuming that an adequate account of linguistic
structureinvolves several different levels of representation,fundamental
questionsarise concerningthe numberof distinctlevels, the propertiesof
each, and their interrelations.Specifically,how do propertiesof one level
of representationaffect the properties and processes of another level?
The data reviewed in this paper constitute strong evidence that certain
inflectionalmorphologicalproperties associated with aspectual comelgo
cannot be analyzedadequatelyby makingreferenceto principlesof word
structure,i.e. what is traditionallycalled 'morphology',but rathermust
involve the interactionof purely syntacticoperations, such as adjunction
and substitution,and syntacticprinciples,such as the ECP, barriers,and
the lexical/nonlexicalcategorialdistinction.In this sense, then, inflectional
morphologyand syntax are strongly interdependent.On the other hand,
we show that the properfunctioningof the relevantsyntacticprinciplesis
independentof purely morphologicalproperties, such as the propertyof
being a bound morpheme. Such properties,we claim, play a role only at
the morphologicallevel of representation,and do not have consequences
for the syntax.In other words, syntaxis blindwith respectto such properties. Just as it has been widely assumedsince Chomsky(1965) that purely
semantic features cannot influence the operation of syntactic rules, we
wish to claim that the same is true of purely morphologicalproperties,as
made explicitby Emonds (1985). In this sense, then, syntax and morphology are independentof each other.
We begin by outlining some recent proposalsconcerningthe structure
of sententialprojectionsand the syntax of verb movement. In section 1,
we discuss the core come and go facts. In section 2, we discuss two
analyticalpossibilitieswhichwe reject, and finally,in section 3, we present
our analysis.
In essence, we propose that the attachmentof affixes to non-affixesin
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the verbal inflectional system is driven by propertiesthat distinguish0from non-0-affixes:only the latter motivate syntacticmovement. On the
other hand, the insertion of do, traditionallymotivated as a means of
saving non-attached affixes, is here motivated by an entirely different
factor: the need to lexicalize tense. Constructionswith aspectual come
and go allow us to pry these two factors apart. We will see that the
constructionsin (1) are restrictedto clausesin which tense and agreement
are phonologicallynull. The impossibilityof overt inflection will be explained as a conflictbetween the fact that comelgo assign a 'secondary0role' and the consequencesof affixingovert morphologyto these verbs.
At the same time, the inability of do-supportto save these structures
will argue for our separationof affixalrequirementsfrom the principles
governingdo.
As a point of departure, let us briefly consider the X-bar status of
sentential projections. It is now widely accepted (following Hale 1978,
Stowell 1981, and Chomsky1981) that S is the maximalprojectionof the
node which contains Tense, Auxiliaries, etc., namely 'INFL' (formerly
'AUX'). S is then INFLP (IP). This node has been consideredone constituent with two (or perhaps more) sets of different features, e.g.
[?+Tense],[?+Agr],[?+Aspect],[?+Neg].However, several recent studies
suggest that this picture is not completely satisfactory(cf. Pollock 1989,
Tenny 1987, Kayne 1987, Chomsky1991, Johnson 1988, among others).
Rather, it has been arguedthat each one of these sets of features should
be considered the head of a maximal projection, i.e. AGR(eement)P,
T(ense)P, NEGP, etc. The precise orderingof these projections,perhaps
subject to cross-linguisticvariation, is a matter of considerabledebate,
which we discuss below.
These different heads may (and in certain instances must) surface on
the verb. Standardaccountsproposethat this can be accomplishedvia the
operationof (one of) two rules:
1. head-to-headmovement of the verb from its initial position in VP
to some other head position containingthe affix, i.e. verb raising;
or
2. downwardmovement of the functionalcategory to the verbal element, i.e. affix lowering (e.g. the Affix Hopping rule of Chomsky
1957).
The first option has been shown to play a crucial role in the analysisof
several other constructionswhich involve verb movements (cf. Koopman
1984, Baker 1988, Pollock 1989, and references cited in these works).
Such movements are constrained by the Head Movement Constraint
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(Travis 1984;Chomsky1986a).2This constraintitself has been arguedto
follow from certain versions of the Empty Category Principle (Baker
1988), a principleof Universal Grammar.Pollock (1989) argues further
that verb raisingto INFL is sensitive to one abstractparameterhavingto
do with "the 'opacity' or 'transparency'of Agr(eement)". The English
setting of this parameteronly allows verbs which do not assign 6-rolesto
raise. If a verb which must assign a 0-role raises, the structureis ruled
out by thematic considerations. In this way, yet another principle of
UniversalGrammaris implicatedin the syntax of verb movement.
In the next section, we present the basic facts associatedwith aspectual
come and go.

1.

ASPECTUAL

comelgo

As illustratedby the sentences in (1) above, the verbs come and go may
be followed by another 'bare'form of a verb. In this use, which we have
labeled aspectual, these verbs exhibit a curious restriction on inflectional

markers.They may not appearin any inflectedform. Present tense third
person singular-s, past tense markers, participialforms, and gerundive
forms are all excluded:3
(2)a.
b.
c.
d.

*Johngoes talk to his advisorevery day.
*Marycomes talk to me whenevershe has a problem.
*I/you came talk to him yesterday.
*He went eat at that restaurantyesterday.

2 The Head MovementConstraintis stated as follows: "Movementof a zero-levelcategory
1 is restrictedto the positionof a head a that governsthe maximalprojection8 of 1, where
a 0-governsor L-marks8 if a * C" (Chomsky1986a, p. 71). See also Baker (1988) for
relevantdiscussion.
3 Manyof these facts are also reportedin Perlmutter(1971), Cardenand Pesetsky(1979),
Pullum(1990), and Shopen(1971). Shopenpointsout that some speakersacceptotherverbs
as well in this aspectualuse, e.g. Runlhurryhide in the woods, Stay watchthe sunset with
us, Tryfinish your homeworkby 10 o'clock tonight.We have found, however, that while
most speakersaccept sentences as in (1) with comelgo, very few speakersgeneralizethis
constructionto many more lexical items. These facts are also brieflymentionedin Emonds
(1985, p. 174).
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*1 have never gone eat at that restaurant.4
*1 am going see(ing) a film.

Notice that these restrictionshold only if the relevantinflectionalmarkers
must surface on come and go. Do-support, when possible, 'saves' some
of these sentences by allowingthe relevantinflectionalmarkersto appear
on pleonasticdo:
(3)a.
b.
c.
d.

Does John go talk to his advisorevery day?
John does too go talk to his advisorevery day!
I did not come talk to you yesterday.
Didn't he go eat there yesterday?

Notice equally that there is no ban on third person subjectsper se. This
is alreadyevident in (1c), and the sentences in (3) also make this clear.
Strikingly,even subjunctivethirdpersonsingularformsare allowed, which

4 It is interestingto note that even thoughthe past participleof come is homophonouswith
its base form, i.e. come + en = come, it is still not acceptablein this construction.Consider
the following contrast from Shopen (1971): They often come sleep at our house vs. *They

have often come sleep at our house. This indicatesthat the ban on inflectionis'not a fact
aboutthe phonologicalformof the word, but rathera true syntacticrestrictionon aspectual
comelgo.

Although we do not share the intuition, some speakers(cf. Cardenand Pesetsky 1979,
Pullum1990)detect an improvementin the participleconstructionwhen the second verb is
a participlewhichis phonologicallyidenticalwith its base form, as in (i).
(i)

Bill has come put a copy of his new paperon my disk.

To the extent that there is an improvement,we suspectthat the sentence in (i) is derived
from the alreadyreducedcoordinatestructure(ii).
(ii)

Bill has come 'n' put a copy of his newspaperon my desk.

A well-knowngeneral restrictionthat the verbs in a coordinatestructuremust be in the
same tense/aspect,as illustratedin (iii) and (iv).
(iii)
(iv)

John dancedand sang/hasdanced and sang/is dancingand singing/etc.
??Johndancedand is singing/dancedand has sung/is dancingand sang/sung.

This would explainwhy the sentence in (i), in whichput is a participle,is better for some
speakersthan Shopen'soriginalsentence (v), in whichthis coordinationconstrainthas been
violated.
(v)

*Theyhave often come sleep at our house.

If this is the case, then the sentence in (vi) shouldalso be better than (v), even thoughthe
participlein this case is not phonologicallyidenticalto the base form.
(vi)

Bill has come slept at our house.

Although our intuitions are quite murky on this point, it seems to us that there is an
improvementin this direction.
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do not carry the -s morphologytypical of present tense indicative third
person singular.Considerthe followingexamples:
(4)a.
b.

The police insist that Bill go talk to the counseloronce a week.
I requested that she come discuss this problem with me in
person.

The restrictionon inflectionwhich we have been discussingrecalls behavior typical of modal verbs in English. However, aspectual come and
go differ from modals in many importantrespects. First, come and go
may appear in subjunctivecomplements, as illustratedby the sentences
in (4), while modals may not, as (5a) shows. Second, come and go may
freely co-occur with modals (cf. (5b,c) versus (5d)), and there is no
restriction against infinitivalforms as there is with modals (cf. (6a-c)
versus (6d)).
(5)a.
b.
c.
d.

*1 requirethat he can be there by 3.
I will go read a book.
She may come talk to you about this.
*I will can read a book.

(6)a.
b.
c.
d.

I want to go see that movie.
It's importantfor you to go talk to him about this.
For you to come talk to me about this is outrageous!
*I want to can see that movie

Furthermore,aspectualcome and go must delete under VP-deletion, as
in (7a,b), and they prepose under VP-fronting,as in (8a,b), contraryto
what occurs with modals (cf. (9)).
(7)a.
b.
(8)a.
b.
(9)a.
b.

(Whenever the opportunityarises), I go watch a movie, and
you do/*go, too.
I come talk to my advisorevery week and you do/*come, too.
Mary wanted to go join the Army, and go join the Army she
did.
John arrangedto come fix the roof and come fix the roof he
did.
John may be late for the appointmentand Mary may too.
*Marysaid that she would write and would write she did.

Unlike the modals and (auxiliary) havelbe, aspectual comelgo fail to
undergo Subject-AUX Inversion, and they cannot be followed by the
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GO

negative markeror by emphaticmarkerssuch as toolso. These facts are
illustratedin (10):
(10)a. *Go you see a movie every day?
(cf. May I go see a movie?)
b. *1 come not talk to my advisoras often as I should.
(cf. I should not talk to my advisorat this point.)
c. *I come too/so talk to my advisorevery day.
(cf. I will too/so talk to my advisorevery day).
Finally, aspectual comelgo differ from (both auxiliary and main verb)
havelbe with respect to the position of adverbs like seldom, often, etc.
Considerthe followingsentences:
(11)a. I have seldom mentioned that matter to him.
b. I have seldom any money.
(12)a.
b.
c.
d.

I seldom/often go talk to my advisor.
I seldom/often come discussthis issue with you.
*I go seldom/often talk to my advisor.
*1 come seldom/often discussthis issue with you.

This completes our descriptionof most of the central facts associated
with the aspectual come/go construction. We turn next to the task of
providingan analysisof these facts. We firstconsiderthe possibilityof an
infinitivalor coordinatesource for comelgo.

2.

AGAINST

AN

INFINITIVAL

OR

COORDINATE

SOURCE

FOR

,comelgo
One kind of analysis which comes immediatelyto mind is to derive aspectual come and go sentences from either the 'comelgo-to-V(erb)'constructionas in (13a) or from a 'coordinateverb' construction,as in (13b).
(13)a. The childrengo to visit the dentist every year V>
The childrengo visit the dentist every year.
b. They go and visit the dentist every year a
They go visit the dentist every year.
However, as Shopen (1971) points out, neither of these proposalsis descriptivelyadequate. The first is renderedquestionablebecause sentences
with aspectual go/come have different truth conditions than 'golcometo-V' sentences. Considerthe sentences in (14).
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(14)a. They go to buy vegetables every day, but there never are any
vegetables.
b. They go buy vegetables every day, but there never are any
vegetables.
Theygo buy vegetablesassertsthat a purchasehas taken place, while They
go to buy vegetablesdoes not. Thus, as Shopen notes, the sentence in
(14b) is a contradiction,while the sentence in (14a) is not. The contrast
indicates that in (14a) go is the main predicateof the sentence, while in
(14b) buy fulfills this function. This fundamentaldifference in structure
disallowsany derivationconnectingone to the other.
The 'coordinateverb' analysis is also problematic.Shopen points out
that in coordinate structures, verbs cannot stack the way they can in
aspectualcomelgo sentences.5
(15)a. Come go eat with us!
b. *Come and go and eat with us!
(16)a. Come go sit have a drinkwith us!
b. *Come and go and sit and have a drinkwith us!
Furthermore,the coordinationconstructionallows all sorts of verbs, as in
(17), while the aspectualconstructionis severely restricted,allowingonly
comelgo (and perhaps a few other lexical items, with much idiolectal
variationattested here; see note 3.6
(17)a. Eat and drink and be merry!
b. *Eat drinkbe merry!
Finally, the restrictionon inflectionnoticed above for aspectualcome and
go is not present in either of the two proposed source structures:
This observationis attributedin Shopen'snote to CharlesBird.
Cardenand Pesetsky(1979) note two constructionswhich seem to behave like come/go
with respectto the ban on inflection,but whichcontainand. They are be sure 'n' (and) and
try 'n' (and), as in the followingexamples:
5
6

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

I will try 'n' do it by tomorrow.
I will be sure 'n' rememberwhat he does with the money.
*I tried 'n' do (did) it.
*Johnis sure 'n' do (does) it.

We agree with Carden and Pesetsky's conclusion that and in these cases is not a true
conjunction,and that these structuresare not derivedfrom an underlyingcoordinateconstruction.Rather,we assumethat 'n' is a quasi-affixintroducingthe second VP. Under this
assumptionthese cases can be assimilatedto our analysisof comelgo, though we will not
attemptto do so here. David Pesetsky(personalcommunication)pointsout that the agency
restrictionto be discussedbelow extends to the try 'n' and be sure 'n' constructions.
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(18)a. He came to talk to you yesterday.
b. He came and left immediately.
(19)a. She comes to see him everyday.
b. She comes and sees him everyday.
While these differences between the 'comelgo-toV' and 'coordinate
verb' constructionsversus the aspectualcomelgo constructioncould have
been accommodatedwithin a very powerful theory of transformational
deletion - one which allows us to restrictthe applicationof the 'toland
deletion rule'to certainspecificlexical structures- such an analysis(which,
even if descriptivelyadequate, is in any case completely unsatisfactory
from an explanatorypoint of view) is no longer available under current
transformationaltheory.
Another importantdifference between the aspectual constructionand
the other two constructionsconcerns selectional restrictionsimposed on
the subjectNP. While the main verbs come and go ordinarilyallow either
an agentiveor a non-agentiveinterpretationfor the subjectNP, aspectual
comelgo requirethe agentive interpretation.Considerthe followingcontrasts (from Shopen 1971):
(20)a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Pieces of driftwoodcome and wash up on the shore.
*Pieces of driftwoodccomewash up on the shore.
Our sewage might go and pollute the town water supply.
*Our sewage might go pollute the town water supply.
The smoke fumes go and inebriatethe people upstairs.
*The smoke fumes go inebriatethe people upstairs.

Sentences(20a,c,e) are acceptablebecause in those instancescomelgo are
mainverbs, and as such they do not impose selectionalrestrictionson their
subjects. Aspectual comelgo, on the other hand, do impose selectional
restrictionson their subjects. They must be capable of an agentive interpretation. Since the subjectsin (20b,d,f) cannot satisfy this requirement,
the sentences are unacceptable.The same phenomenoncan be observed
with main verbs like roll, which by themselves typically allow a nonagentive interpretationfor their subjects.With aspectualcomelgo, on the
other hand, only an agentive interpretationis possible.
(21)a. Go roll down that hill!
b. Big boulders roll down this hill every time there is an earthquake.
c. *Big boulders come roll down this hill every time there is an
earthquake.
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Stative verbs embedded under comelgo yield equally odd results (cf.
(22a,b)), given the implausibilityof an agentive interpretationfor the
subjectNP. Passivesembeddedunder comelgo are acceptableonly if it is
possible to ascribesome agentiveintentionalityto the derivedsubjects,as
in (22c,d).
(22)a.
b.
c.
d.

*Come know the answerto this problem.
*Go be tall.
Let's go be arrestedby the police at that demonstration.
Let's go be introducedto that famous person.

Finally, as pointed out to us by Ian Roberts (personal communication),
psych verbs, which are normallyambiguousbetween an agentive and a
non-agentiveinterpretation,have only the agentive interpretationwhen
used with come/go. Thus, the sentence in (23a) can mean either that my
children intentionallybother Mary or that my children are the cause of
Mary'sbother, e.g. by fightingwith each other. With comelgo, however,
the ambiguitydisappears:(23b) has only the intentionalreading.7
(23)a. My childrenbother Mary.
b. My childrengo bother Mary.
This thematic property of aspectual comelgo will figure prominentlyin
our explanation for the array of facts associated with this construction.
We turn to this directly.
7

Baker (1989) has suggested that aspectualcomelgo may be a serial verb construction
(SVC), similarto that found in the Kwa languages(West Africa), exemplifiedin (i), though
as Baker notes, the constructionis extremely limited in English. (Baker attributesthe
exampleto Lord (1974).) Pullum(1990) also proposesthat comelgo is a "quasi-serial"verb
construction
(i)

B61a se

eran ta

Bola cook meat sell
Bola cooked some meat and sold it
In the SVC a sequenceof verbsappearsin what is apparentlya single clausewith a single
structuralsubject.In this regard,comelgo are serial-like.However, Bakerobservesthat the
crucialpropertyof the SVC is that the verbs share a commonobject. Thus, in (i) the verb
'sell' has no object of its own even thoughit is lexicallytransitive.Using the sharedobject
propertyas a diagnostic,we can test the hypothesisthat comelgo are serialverbs. Because
comelgo are intransitive,the relevanttest sentencesmust be constructedwith prepositional
objects. As the followingexamplesillustrate,the verbs in the comelgo constructioncannot
sharea common(prepositional)object, arguingagainsta serialverbanalysisof this construction
(ii)
(iii)

*I will go with my son travelto Europe.
*1 will go to my advisortalk to about my dissertation.
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In this section, we providean analysisof the comelgo facts whichinvolves
the syntacticprocessesof verb raisingand affix lowering. First, however,
we discuss the position of these elements relative to other functional
heads.
Since comelgo neither head the main VP nor are generated in the
position occupiedby modals (TENSE, or more generally,INFL), we will
assume they are generated in a position between auxiliaryhavelbe and
the main VP; that is, comelgo head a phrasewhich selects a VP complement. This phrase might be labeled 'Aspect Phrase', i.e., the maximal
projectionof an aspectualhead (as, for example, Tenny (1987) does for
havelbe). However, we will simplyassumethat comelgo head a VP which
takes a VP as complement. We further assume that the negative morpheme not (as well as the emphaticmorphemetoo) heads a phrasewhich
is externalto the Aspect Phrase(ASPP). This gives us the followingpartial
structure:8
INFL'

(24)
INFL

(NEGP/EMPP)

(NEGP/EMPP)

ASPP
I

I

(not/too)

I

..

VP

V
have

be

V

I
come
go

VP

I
V...

This structurederives some of the co-occurrencerestrictionsdiscussed
above. First, since modals are generated under INFL in (24), it follows
from this structurethat aspectualcomelgo may co-occurwith (and follow)
modals, just like havelbe, illustratedin (5b,c). Equally, if infinitivalto
occurs under ([-finite]) INFL,9 it may appearwith comelgo, as shown in
8 A similar structureis suggestedin Tenny (1987). In order to allow for John has been
spyingon Marywe need to assumealso that ASP may take anotherASPP headedby be as
its complement, as in the structure: ... .Aspphave [Asppbeen [vpspying ...]]] ....

To simplify

the discussionwe show a singleprojectionof havelbein the structureslike (24) in the text.
In order to obtain Pollock's(1989) results concerningadverbplacementin French and
English,we mustreinterprethis 'VP-initial'adverbsmoregenerallyas 'ASPP-initial'adverbs.
Sentences (11) and (12) in the text require the same assumption.The matter is largely
terminological,especiallyif 'ASPP'is just a label whichreducesto VP, as suggestedabove.
9 The exact placementof the infinitival
markerto raises questionswhich go beyond the
scope of this paper.
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(6a-c), as it may with havelbe (thoughit may not occur with the modals).
For the present we will assume that the progressiveand perfective forms
of aspectualcomelgo (cf. (2e,f)) are blockedby the selectionalrestrictions
of auxiliaryhavelbe, which requirea main VP ccwmplement.
10
We still need to explain the general ban on inflectionthat we see with
aspectualcomelgo (cf. (2a-d)). To anticipatethat discussionsomewhat,
we make the now standardassumptionthat there are two mechanismsof
affixation,verb raising and affix lowering. Thus, if come/go fail to raise
and if affix lowering is also blocked, these verbs will fail to inflect. This
is the core of our analysisof the inflectionalfacts associatedwith aspectual
comelgo. In the sections that follow, we elucidate the mechanisms by
which this ban on inflectionis accomplished.Specifically,we considerthe
followingissues:
How do comelgo behave with respect to the verb raisingprocess
discussed in Emonds (1976), Pollock (1989), etc.? How is this
behavioraccountedfor?
(II) Whyis affixloweringnot allowedto applywith aspectualcome/go?
(III) Why does pleonastic do appear with aspectualcome/go, but not
with auxiliaryhavelbe in negative, emphatic and SAI contexts,
and why does it fail to 'save' declarativecomelgo structures?
(I)

A satisfactoryanalysisof the comelgo constructionmust provide explanatory answers to these three questions. Our account relies crucially on
separatingthe contributionsof the syntax from those of the morphology,
and on the properarticulationof these levels of linguisticdescription.Our
answerto question (I) providesfurthermotivationfor the insight of Roberts (1983) and Pollock (1989) that the relevant property affecting verb
raising (in English) is 0-theoreticand not categorial. Question (III) also
receives a purely syntacticanalysis, strippingaway morphologicalfactors
whichhave long been held to be responsiblefor the appearanceof pleonastic do. Our answer to question (II) forces us to examine in detail the
syntacticand LF mechanismsinvolved in affixloweringconstructions.Let
us begin by consideringthe first question (I) in detail.

10 We will refine this proposalslightlyin section 3.2, where we introducethe notion of an
Affix Phrase, the position to which verbs raise in English. In progressiveand perfective
structures,AFP is headed by -ing and -en, respectively,which are selected by auxiliary
havelbe. Thus, havelbe select an AFP complement,whichcomelgo fail to satisfy.
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3.1. Verb Raising
As pointed out in examples (5)-(10), Comelgo differ from auxiliary
havelbe in a number of crucial respects. These differences are all accounted for if we assume that havelbe are allowed to raise from their
original position to INFL (or some other head superior to NEGP - we
return to this issue below), while aspectual comelgo are not allowed this
option. Following Pollock (1989), we assume that in English, only verbs
which do not assign a 6-role may raise into INFL. Hence, havelbe may
raise, assuming that these verbs do not assign 0-roles. However, as is
illustrated in (20), aspectual comelgo select an agentive subject. We interpret this to mean that these verbs assign a 'secondary' (or adjunct) 0role (Zubizarreta 1981) to the NP in subject position. " This prevents verb
raising. Given this hypothesis, the facts in (10) follow in full. Under
standard assumptions, Subject-AUX Inversion only occurs with elements
under INFL. If comelgo may not raise, they may not invert, as illustrated
in (10a). The same underlying assumptions account for the position of
negation and emphatic markers, providing an account of the facts illustrated in (lOb,c). The facts in (12) concerning adverb placement also
follow directly from this structure and the hypothesis that aspectual comelgo are not allowed to raise.
The impossibility of raising with aspectual comelgo may also provide
an account for the VP-deletion and VP-fronting facts illustrated in (7) and
(8). Regardless of the particular analyses adopted for these two processes,
we make the standard assumption that only elements which occur under
INFL are stranded by VP-deletion and that such elements are never
fronted by VP-fronting. It follows that aspectual comelgo may not be
stranded by VP-deletion, as shown in (7), and that they must undergo VP
fronting, as in (8).
In this way, our analysis supports Roberts' and Pollock's idea that the
relevant criterion affecting verb raising in English is not categorial but 0theoretic. It would be incorrect to say that only 'main verbs' fail to raise
1'

Contraryto Pollock (1989), we assume that even the secondary6-role assignmentthat
these aspectualauxiliariesparticipatein is disallowedif verb raisinginto INFLhas occurred.
Pollock's claim that "the assignmentof adjunct0-rolesis not sensitive to the opaque vs.
transparentdistinction"(his fn. 28) is based on considerationof modals. It may be that
adjunct0-roleassignmentby modalsis insensitiveto this distinctionbecauseof theiradverbial
properties(as Pollockclaims).Alternatively,we mightassumethat opacityfor 0-roleassignment results directlyfrom the adjunctionstructurecreated by verb raisinginto INFL (or,
more specifically,AGR). If Englishmodalsare,generatedin INFL, as is usuallyassumed,
no adjunctionstructureexists and hence the opacity 'parameter'is irrelevant.In Romance
languages,in contrast,even if we assumethat modalsare mainverbs, raisingis still allowed,
as is generallythe case for verbsin these languages.
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in English, since it is well known that main verb be raises, as does main
verb have in certaincases. It would be equally incorrectto say that only
'auxiliaryverbs' raise, as we have now found two such verbs - aspectual
comelgo - whichdo not raise.12 Thus, the relevantcriteridnis not whether
a verb is a 'main verb' or an 'auxiliaryverb', but rather whether the
element in question assigns a 6-role or not - an interestingconfirmation
of the relevanceof 6-theoryto verb movement.
This provides an answerto question (I) above concerningthe behavior
of aspectualcomelgo with respectto verb raising.We now need to address
questions (II) and (III). We must still explain why Affix Hopping, or
whatever mechanismcreates the effect of affix lowering, is also inapplicable with aspectual comelgo. We turn to this directly. And we must
also account for the presence of pleonastic do with aspectualcomelgo in
negative,interrogative,and emphaticsentences, and (crucially)its unavailability in simple declaratives(cf. (3)). This issue is addressedin section
3.3.
3.2. Affix Lowering
Let us now assume, following Pollock (1989) and others, that Tense and
Agr are not just features of INFL, but ratherX?'s which head their own
maximalprojections,Tense Phrase(TP) and AgreementPhrase(AGRP),
within the following structure:13
(25)

AGRP

NP

AGR'
TP

AGR
TENSE

(NEGP/EMPP)
(NEG/EMP)

VP
V...

Verb raising to INFL is now to be interpretedas raisingto TENSE and
12 We use 'auxiliary'to distinguishaspectual,modal, and other verbs in IP from the main
verb in the lowest VP.
13 For the sake of simplicity,we omit certainimportantaspectsof this structure,such as the
presenceof certainSpecifiernodes. Thisstructure,thoughclearlyinspiredby Pollock'swork,
differsin some crucialrespectsfromhis assumptions.For example,we assume,with Belletti
(1990) that AGR is higherthan T; Cf. also Chomsky(1991).
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AGR. As discussed above, this is not allowed in English for 6-assigning
predicates.Since the verb is barredfrom raisingat S-Structurein English,
it must be the case that AGR and TENSE lower onto the verb, since (at
least in some cases) we see them overtly on the verb at PF (hence at SStructure).This is the Affix Hopping analysisof Chomsky(1957). Within
currenttheory, however, such a loweringprocess is problematicin that it
leaves an improperchain (tAGR, tT, [V + [T + AGR]]). We assume that
this improperchain must be correctedat LF by subsequentraisingto the
positionof tAGR. Thus, mainverbsundergoaffixloweringwith subsequent
LF raisingof the V + affix complex (the details of this derivationwill be
presentedbelow).
As noted above aspectualcomelgo differfrommainverbsin this regard:
they fail to undergo affix lowering. Suppose we assume, however, that
the problem lies not with Affix loweringper se, but with the subsequent
raising of V + affix to LF. Suppose, in fact, that comelgo may not raise
at LF for the same reason that they fail to raise at S-Structure:assignment
of the secondary6-roleto the subjectNP would be blocked by LF raising.
Let us now suppose also that the affixationrequirement,which motivates lowering or raising, is limited to phonologicallyovert, i.e. 'morphologicallyvisible', affixes.If both verb raisingand affixloweringare blocked
with comelgo, then the morphologicallyvisible third person singularpresent tense and past tense affixesare left without a host, and the structure
is ruled out. Thus we derive the total ban on inflection observed with
aspectualcomelgo, and the ungrammaticalityof the examples in (2a-d).
One immediateconsequenceof this analysisfor affix loweringis that in
instances in which inflectionhas no overt morphologicalrealization,like
(ld,e), inflection need not lower at all. As we will see, this leads to no
violation in the syntax, at LF, or at PF. We return later to the obvious
questionsthat this approachraises for do-support.
The LF raising analysisand the proposed restrictionon the LF raising
of comelgo bring up at least two questions which we must address in
detail. First, how do the tracesleft by LF raisingsatisfythe ECP? Descriptively, how is the Head Movement Constraint(HMC) satisfied?Second,
what are the consequences of LF raising for 6-markingand the Theta
Criterion?In particular,why does LF raisingwith main verbs not result
in a violation of Theta Criterion, as we claim is the case for comelgo?
These questions are addressed in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively.
We will argue that the answerto the first question, concerningthe ECP,
provides an account of the presence of pleonastic do in the structuresin
(3). Our theory of do-supportwill be presentedin section 3.3.
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3.2.1. LF Raisingand the ECP
We begin by consideringwhether proper governmentrelations hold between antecedents and their traces in the structureswe are concerned
with. If it is possible to claim that proper government holds, given a
reasonableextension of the principlesassumedso far, then the HMC will
reduceto the ECP in all relevanttheoreticalrespects,and we can dispense
with the HMC as an independentprinciple(as in Baker 1988). For antecedent governmentto hold, it must be the case that there are no barriers
interveningbetween the variouslinks of a chain.
Under the proposalsput forth in,Bdrriers(Chomsky 1986a) a category
8 is a barrier for , iff 8 is a blocking category (BC), where 8 is not
a "defective" category ("inherent barrierhood"),or if 8 is a category
immediatelydominatinga BC ("barrierhoodby inheritance").We assume
that TP and AGRP, maximal projections of nonlexical categories, are
'defective'in this sense. NEGP and EMPP, on the other hand, are maximal projectionsof lexical categories, hence not 'defective'in the required
sense. 8 is a BC for f3 iff 8 is not L-marked and 8 dominates p. In
the Barrierssystem, L-markinginvolves 0-governmentby a lexical head.
However, it is not clear how this definitionof L-markingapplies in the
case of functionalheads such as AGR and TENSE and theircomplements.
They are arguablynot lexical and their status as 6-role assignersis questionable. To be explicit, we will assume the following definition of a
'lexical'category:
(26)

A category a is lexical only if it has lexical content at S-Structure.

We assume that the propertyof being lexical is inheritedby the trace of
a lexical category. Thus, the trace of a (lexical) verb continuesto L-mark
its complements.It follows from (26) that a functionalhead can L-mark
its complement only if it has lexical content at S-Structure. It seems
reasonableto assume that the lexical status of a categoryis checked at SStructure,since this level is the input to the PF component,where lexicality entailsphonologicalrealization.LF movementsshouldnot affectlexical
status, as these processes are invisibleto the PF component. This line of
reasoning has a number of interestingconsequences which we develop
below.
First, LF raisingout of VP will now alwaysresult in an ECP violation
becauseit will be impossibleto void the barrierhoodof VP, a nondefective
BC. Thus, we will assume that even in English the verb raises in the
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syntax to a functionalhead labelled AF. 14 This gives AF lexical content
and allows it to L-mark VP, thereby voiding barrierhood.Let us then
assume the following more fully articulated structure, with the arrow
indicatingsyntacticverb raising:
(27)
AGRP
NP

AGR'
AGR

TP
TENSE

(NEGP/EMPP)
APP

(NEGP/EMP)
AF

VP
I
V...

Agreement and tense inflectionthen lower onto [AFV + AF].
A few commentsare in orderhere concerningthis proposal.First, these
assumptionsrequire that Adverb Phrases (ADVPs) be adjoined to AFP
in order to derive Pollock's results and data such as those in (12) above.
We must also assume that syntactic adjunctionto AF does not raise a
problem in the way that syntacticadjunctionto TENSE and AGR does
in English. In other words, AF is 'transparent'in terms of the parameter
discussed in Pollock (1989). These assumptionsare necessary to give a
properaccountof the data we are investigating,as we will show. Additionally, the suggested raising process solves a problem posed by the barrierhood of VP for subject-to-subjectraising and passive structures.The
considerationof A-chainsin Chomsky(1986a) requireda specialmechanism to insure that the traces left by NP-movementin passive and raising
structuressatisfied the ECP. An account involving verb raising to INFL
was developed there to solve this problem (cf. Chomsky 1986a, pp. 6878). This solution appeared unmotivated, however, and, in the case of
passive structures,requireda particularinterpretationof adjunctionstructures which did not seem appropriate for be + passive participle se14

This node correspondsroughlyto AGR-O in Chomsky(1991). Nothingof principlehangs
on this terminologicaldistinction.In Romance languageslike Spanish, the structurewe
propose in (27) is amply supportedby the order of inflectionalconstituentswithinverbs:
e.g. cant-a-ba-mos,analyzedas [stem- 'thematicvowel'- Tense- Agreement].The 'thematic
vowel' would then occupy the AF? position. The AGR-over-TENSEversion of the 'splitINFL' hypothesisis proposedin Belletti (1990).
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quences. Furthermore,an accountin termsof raisingto INFL is inconsistent with the discussion in Pollock (1989), Chomsky (1991), and the
assumptionswe make above. Raising to AF presents a solution to these
problems. Finally, we assume that AFP is the categorythat contains the
participialand progressivesuffixes-en and -ing. Thus, the auxiliarieshave
and be select an AFP complement and the sentences in (2e,f) are ruled
out as a violationof selectional restrictions.
At S-Structure,then, after the verb raises to AF yielding [V + AF] and
Tense and Agr lower onto this complex, we have the following partial
structure.
(28)

AGR'

TP

AGR
t

AFP

T

VP

AF

I

AF

AF

V

V..

T

T

AGR I

AF L-marksthe VP since it has lexical content, voiding VP barrierhood
and allowingfor a properantecedentgovernmentrelationto hold between
V and its trace inside VP. The AF complex, hencefortha, must now raise
at LF to correctthe improperchainthat is formedby the loweringprocess,
as discussedearlier.We assume that LF-raisinginvolves adjunctionto the
traces left by the loweringprocess. This yields the following (partial)LF
representation.
AGR'

(29)

TP

AGR
a

~~T
I
2

I

t2

AF

AFP
I
VP
V
t

This structureis in conformitywith the ECP: t' antecedent-governst and
.21
t antecedent governs t'. AFP, though a BC, is defective and hence not
an inherent barrier.The same is true of TP, allowing a to antecedentgovern t2.
This concludesour discussionof affix loweringin declarativestructures
and its behavior under the ECP. In section 3.3 we will show that the
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analysisproposed here provides an accountof the presence of pleonastic
do in contexts in which it appears. We turn now to discussion of the
consequencesof LF raisingfor 0-markingand the Theta Criterion.
3.2.2. LF Raisingand 0-Theory
An importantpart of our account of the ban on inflectionwith comelgo
involves the inabilityof 0-assigningverbs to raise into TENSE and AGR
in the syntax in English (see section 3.1). This impossibilityhas been
attributed,following essentiallythe proposalsmade in Pollock (1989), to
the opacity of these phrases, which ultimatelyresults in a violation of 0theory (the Theta Criterion, in particular).We have argued, moreover,
that LF-raisingof comelgo is also blocked for 0-theoreticreasons. Thus
affixationmay not take place throughthe process of affix lowering. We
must now explain why LF-raisingdoes not lead to equally damaging 0violationsfor other 0-assigningpredicates.Note that if LF-raisingdid lead
to the same problems, a language like English would not show verbal
inflection on any 0assigning predicate. Though this is the situation we
encounterwith aspectualcomelgo, it is not the case for other verbs. What
is responsiblefor this differencein behavior?
A satisfactoryanalysis must reduce this difference in inflectionalbehavior to another, independent difference between these two classes of
verbs. It does not seem right to attributeit to categorialdistinctions.In
all cases we are dealing with verbs;to impose any other categorialdistinction, such as [+ Auxiliary]or [? Aspectual],would be ad hoc and unwarranted.15 But there is a natural distinctionbetween aspectual comelgo
and other 0-assigningmain verbs. Comelgo, in the use we have been
calling'aspectual',are secondary(or adjunct),-role assigners(in the sense
of Zubizarreta1981; cf. section 3.1 above), while other main verbs are
primary0-roleassigners.Let us explorewhetherthe differencein behavior
noted in this paper can be made to follow from this distinction.
Considerfor a moment the following proposal (to be revised immediately below): primary 0-role assigners are not allowed to raise in the
syntax, but may raise at LF; secondary 0-role assignersare not allowed
to raise in either the syntax or at LF. This proposal makes sense if we
assume that the core property distinguishingprimary 0-roles from secondary 0-roles concerns the level at which these 0-roles are assigned. As
a matterof execution, let us assume that primary0-relationsare satisfied
at D-Structure, while secondary 0-relationsmay be added at LF. LF15

For relevantdiscussionand furtherargumentsagainstsuch unwarrantedcategorialdistinctions,see Emonds(1985), especiallychapter4.
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raisingwould then not allow secondary0-relationsto hold in the appropriate manner,whereas it would have no effect on primary0-relations.
This line of analysis raises a question concerning Pollock's original
insightwhichwe have adoptedhere. If primary6-relationsare discharged
at D-Structure,it is unclearwhy subsequentsyntactic raisingshould present a problem for 0-theory.Why should S-Structurematterin this case,
but not LF? We can solve this problem in the following way. Suppose
that primary0-role assignmentoccurs at D-Structure,with the verb still
in its original position. We understandprimary 0-role assignmentas a
process which indexes the 0-gridof a predicate, essentiallyas in Stowell
(1981). Assume (as in Barriers)that this process requiressisterhood:a 0marks,Bonly if a and 83are sisters. If we furtherassume that subjectNPs
are generated in some VP-internalposition (as argued in Koopman and
Sportiche (1991), Kitagawa(1986), and elsewhere), then sisterhood can
be definedin termsof maximalprojections.The process of primary0role
assignmentat D-Structure,itself is unaffectedby either syntacticraising
or LF-raising. Strictly speaking then, syntactic raising of a primary 0role assigner is disallowed in English not because primary0-markingis
disrupted:somethingelse is at play.
Considerthe following. Verb raisingleaves a trace in the originalposition of the verb. This trace is undeletableand must satisfy the Projection
Principle, as well as the other principles discussed above. It does not
participatein 6-role assignment,a process which requiresthe presence of
a lexical category. That is, traces never 'inherit' from their antecedents
the ability to 6-mark.Suppose, however, that in English the trace left by
syntactic raising to an 'opaque' category fails to satisfy the Projection
Principle,but that the trace left by LF-raisingdoes satisfy the Projection
Principle.This differencefollowsnaturallyonce we take into consideration
a fundamentaldifferencebetween the structuresthat obtain aftersyntactic
raisingand afterLF-raising.Syntacticraisingadjoinsthe verb to a category
which has content, e.g. [+ Past] for TENSE, Person/Numberfeaturesfor
AGR. Such contentful categories are 'opaque' in English. Hence, the
trace left behind may not inherit properties from its antecedent, where
such an inheritanceis required to satisfy the Projection Principle. LFraising,on the other hand, adjoinsthe verbal complex to an empty head,
the trace left by the lowering process. (We put aside for a moment instances of LF-raisingwhich adjointhe verb to pleonasticdo, we returnto
these structuresimmediatelybelow.) A reasonableassumptionis that such
an empty head is universally'transparent',allowing the trace left behind
to satisfy the ProjectionPrinciple.
As an illustration,consider the following two structures;(30a), an S-
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Structure resulting from syntactic raising to TENSE, and (30b), an LFrepresentation resulting from LF-raising to the trace of TENSE-lowering.
b.

(30)a.

T

T
T

V

T

V

[+Past

t

T

v

[+P[stP

We note that this difference in structure requires no extra stipulation. It
is exactly what obtains given the possibilities made available by the general
theory of adjunction and X-bar theory. It follows, now, that syntactic
raising should cause ungrammaticality in English - specifically, a violation
of the Projection Principle - whereas LF-raising should have no such
dire consequences. For primary 6-role assigners, then, 6-marking is not
problematic; but only the trace left by LF-raising can satisfy the Projection
Principle.
A different picture altogether emerges when we consider LF-raising of
a secondary 6role assigner, such as aspectual comelgo. The resulting
structure will be similar to the one discussed above (30b), satisfying the
Projection Principle, but now the process of 0-marking itself will be disrupted. The trace of raising cannot 6-mark the subject NP. The verbal
complex, now adjoined to the trace left by the lowering of Tense and
Agreement, also fails to 6-mark the subject. The lexical verb is not a sister
to the subject, and the adjunction complex as a whole does not count as
a lexical category. Since secondary 6-marking does not occur at D-Structure, the result of raising will always violate the requirement that a predicate, in this instance a secondary 6-role assigner, discharge its 6-role. The
relevant structure is the following:
(31)
T'

SPEC

,

TAF

I

AF
AF

r

V

T

I

AF

I

-I

T

AF

VP

t

t

V...

I
t

Thus, secondary 6-role assigners may not raise at LF. Secondary 6-assigners may never be inflected in a language with 'opaque' functional
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categories.They cannot be inflectedby raisingin the syntax, and neither
can inflectionlower onto them. If it does, LF-raisingis required,but this
also yields a violation, hence the total ban on inflectionobserved above.
There is, however, one situation which would allow LF-raisingof a
secondary 6-role assigner. If it were to adjoin to a lexical category, this
would allow 0-roleassignmentfromthe adjoinedposition. This is precisely
what happens in structurescontainingpleonastic do. In accordancewith
the Principle of Full Interpretation(Chomsky, 1991), we assume that
only contentful elements are allowed at LF, and more specifically,that
pleonasticelements must be eliminatedat this level of representation.Let
us assume that this happens by adjoininga predicateto do at LF. Since
the adjunctionis now to a lexical category, 6-role assignmentmay take
place. Do-support,then, is capableof 'saving'some structures.This gives
us the configurationof facts firstnoted in (2a-d) and (3) above, repeated
as (32) and (33).
(32)a.
b.
c.
d.
(33)a.
b.
c.
d.

*Johngoes talk to his advisorevery day.
*Marycomes talk to me whenever she has a problem.
*I/you came talk to him yesterday.
*He went eat at that restaurantyesterday.
Does John go talk to his advisorevery day?
John does too go talk to his advisorevery day.
I did not come talk to you yesterday.
Didn't he go eat there yesterday?

(32a-d) are all ungrammaticalbecause affix lowering onto comelgo requiressubsequentLF-raisingto a nonlexicalcategory. 6-markingat LF is
blocked, and hence a secondary 0-role assigner fails to discharge its 6role. (33a-d) are all grammaticalbecause LF-adjunctionto pleonasticdo
allows comelgo to dischargeits 6-role at LF.
In the section that follows, we resume our discussionof pleonasticdo.
We will see that the comelgo facts cast doubt on the traditionalanalysis
of do as simplya 'rescuer'of strandedaffixes. We have just seen that one
of the functions served by do is to provide a lexical adjunctionsite for
secondary 6-role assignmentat LF. In the next section, we will outline
other grammaticalfunctionsassociatedwith do and we will show that the
appearanceof do in certain structures,but not others, follows from the
Barriersanalysisproposed in section 3.2.1.
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3.3. A Theoryof Pleonasticdo and Affix Lowering
Pleonastic do appears with main verbs in certain well-definedcontexts:
negation, inversion,and emphasis.As discussedabove, main verbs do not
raise because they are 0-role assigners; raising to INFL would violate
the Projection Principle. Viewed in this light, the relevant descriptive
generalizationconcerningdo is as follows:
In the absenceof modals,pleonasticdo is licensed (in structures
of negation, inversion, and emphasis) iff verb raisingis disallowed.
This generalizationprovides an interesting account of the presence of
pleonastic do with main verbs, and its absence with auxiliaryhavelbe.
Auxiliaryhavelbe do not have 0-gridsand therefore may raise; compare
*I do not have eaten today vs. I have not eaten today, etc. By the same
token, this generalizationaccountsfor the presence of pleonasticdo with
aspectualcomelgo, underour hypothesisthat these two verbs do not raise
because 0-role assignmentis involved. Let us considerthese data in more
detail.
As shown in (3), repeated above as (33), pleonastic do appears with
aspectualcomelgo only in contexts of negation, Subject-AUXInversion,
and emphasis. Let us compare this situation to that of 0-assigningverbs
under the standardanalysis. In English, sentences with main verbs are
usuallyanalyzedby makingreferenceto a special rule whichlowers inflection onto the main verb, the Affix Hopping rule of Chomsky(1957). The
standardanalysisrelies in some way or anotheron the idea that pleonastic
do appears to 'save' structureswhere Affix Hopping has not applied,
either because the affixhas been moved to COMPby Subject-AUXInversion and is thereforetoo far away from its potential host, as would be the
case in (33a), or because a negative or emphatic element (not, or too)
occurs between the affix and the host verb, as in (33b,c) (or because of a
combinationof some of these factors, as in (33d)). In the absenceof these
blocks, Affix Hoppingapplies regularlywith all (main) verbs. Under such
an analysis,then, the centralmotivatingfactor controllingthe appearance
of pleonasticdo is the presencein a given structureof affixalmorphological
materialwhich cannot find an appropriatehost because Affix Hopping is
blocked.
Note, however, that the situation is quite different with aspectual
comelgo, casting doubt on this line of reasoning. Third person singular
present tense indicative inflection and past tense inflection, realized on
main verbs as -s and -ed (or as vowel changesor stem suppletion),may not
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'hop' onto aspectualcomelgo (see (34a) and examples discussedabove).
Despite this, pleonasticdo is not allowed to 'save' the structure.If do is
inserted, the correspondingsentence is interpretedinvariablyas an emphatic (e.g. in (34b)). 16
(34)a. *He goes talk to you every day.
b. He does go talk to you every day!
On the other hand, non-third-personpresent tense inflection,which has
a 0-realization,is permissiblewith comelgo, as in (35), but pleonasticdo
is still required in instances of Subject-AUX Inversion, negation, and
emphasis, as shown in (36):
(35)

I/you/we/they go talk to him every day.

(36)a. I/you/we/they *(do) not go talk to him every day.
b. I/you/we/they *(do) too go talk to him every day.
c. *Go I/you/we/they talk to him every day?
d. Do I/you/we/they go talk to him every day?
This situationis quite differentfrom that of main verbs, where the lexical
vs. 0-status of the affixes is irrelevant. As a point of departure, let us
recall the structurewhich results from affix loweringand subsequentLFraisingwith main verbs, as in (29), repeated below for convenience.
AGR'

(29)

TP

AGR
a

T

AFP

I
II

I

I

t2

AF

VP

I

IV
t

Recall that this structuremeets the ECP: t' antecedent-governst and t2
antecedent-govemst'. AFP, though a BC, is defective and hence not an
inherentbarrier.The same is true of TP, allowinga to antecedentgovern
t.

16
We assumethat in the absenceof the overt emphaticmarkerstoolso, as in (34b) or John
did talk to his advisortoday!, there is an empty EMP node where the overt markerwould
appear.Note thatthereis no correlationbetweenpresenceof do andemphaticinterpretation.
Negative sentencesand interrogativesentences both containdo, but are not interpretedas
havingemphasisof any type (in the absenceof stress).Equally,thereare emphaticsentences

which do not contain do: I was (indeedltoo) smoking!, I hdve (too) seen that movie!.
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Consider now the effect of the presence of a negative or emphatic
element in this structure.
(37)

AGR'
TP

AGR
Ct

T

t2

NEGP/EMPP

AFP

NEG/EMP
noiAoo

AF
t

VP

V...
I
t

In the structurein (37), t2 does not antecedent-governt' since T does not
L-markNEGP. NEGP is a BC and a barrier,since we assume that it is
not a defective category;it is therefore an inherentbarrier.We now have
a complete accountfor the ungrammaticalityof the sentences in (38).
(38)a. *Johnlikes not apples.
b. *Johnnot likes apples.
(38a) is ungrammaticalbecause a 0-assigningverb has raised to TENSE
(and AGR) in the syntax, a possibility disallowed in English given the
'opacity'hypothesis. (38b) constitutesan ECP violation at LF under the
accountjust presented. Both sentences are ruled out as instancesof illicit
raising, one at S-Structureand the other at LF. Pleonastic do allows a
grammaticaloutcome for sentences like (38), yielding (39):
(39)

John does not like apples.

Assume that pleonasticdo is inserted under [+finite] TENSE at S-Structure. This is supported by the complementarydistributionof pleonastic
do and modals and the absence of do with infinitives. Crucially, doinsertionlexicalizesTENSE. Since T now containsa lexical element at SStructure, it can L-mark NEGP voiding barrierhood.The resulting SStructureis as in (40) (certaindetails omitted):
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On this account, the do-insertionprocess serves several independent
functions which we now discuss. First, as under the traditionalanalysis,
do-support serves as a host to carry the tense and agreement suffixes
whichcannot lower onto the verb due to the presence of some block, such
as negation. However, as the comelgo data show, this cannotbe the whole
story. If it were, then sentence (34b), repeated below, would be possible
with a non-emphaticinterpretation,which it is not.
(34)b. He does go talk to you every day.
A second function served by lexicalizingTENSE is related to a more
abstractpropertywhich has been discussedin the literaturein a different
context. It has been claimed independentlythat verbal elements must
satisfya visibilityrequirementakin to Case-markingfor nominalelements
(cf. Fabb 1984, Roberts 1985, Gu6ronand Hoekstra 1988, amongothers).
Let us call this abstractproperty 'verbal Case'. The basic assumptionis
that TENSE assigns verbal Case to a verb, rendering it visible. This
assignmentprocess requires government. In structureslacking negation,
the process is straightforward:TENSE governs the [V + AF] complex,
even if it is not lexical, given that AFP is not a barrier. In structures
containingnegation (or the emphaticmarker), TENSE is not allowed to
govern the verb unless NEGP barrierhoodcan be voided through Lmarking. Thus, lexicalizing TENSE in these structures allows for the
assignmentof 'verbalCase', grantingvisibilityto the verb. 17
The remainingfunctions associatedwith do-supportconcern its effects
17
Mainverbs embeddedunder auxiliaryhavelbeand aspectualcomelgo would be assigned
'verbalCase' by these elements. This would then be the core propertyof 'auxiliary'verbal
items:the abilityto take an AFP complement(cf. Gu6ronand Hoekstra1988).In infinitival
structures,to has been arguedto fulfillpreciselythis function- althoughother factorsseem
relevanthere as well. Note the well-formednessof For John to not try to do that would be
a mistake.
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at LF. As discussedin section 3.2, we assume that pleonasticdo must be
eliminated at LF in accordancewith the Principleof Full Interpretation
(Chomsky 1991). On our analysis, this is accomplishedby adjoining a
predicate to do. The assumptionthat the predicate adjoins to do has
a number of desirable consequences. First, as discussed in section 3.2,
adjunctionto a lexicalhead allowsthe secondary6-roleassignerscomelgo
to dischargetheir 6-roles. Second, taken in conjunctionwith the "least
effort" guideline(cf. Chomsky1991), it derivesthe descriptivegeneralization noted earlier, that pleonastic do occurs with 6-assigningpredicates
only, (i.e., with predicatesthat fail to raise in the syntax). Do will not
appearwith non-6-assigningverbs such as auxiliaryhavelbe (cf. *I do not
have eatentoday, *I did not be waitingfor you, etc.) becausethese auxiliaries can raise in the syntax, which results in a shorter derivationthan dosupport followed by LF-raising.By the same token, it allows pleonastic
do with aspectualcomelgo, as these verbs assign secondary(or adjunct)
6-roles and hence do not raise. Thus, the relevantdistinctionestablished
concerningpleonasticdo and the verbs with which it may or may not cooccur follows withoutstipulation.
Finally, this analysisentails that every structurecontainingpleonastic
do must involve LF-adjunctionof a predicate to this element, yielding
essentiallythe followingstructure:[va [v do]].The resultof this adjunction
process in a structuresuch as (40) is that a (the [V + Af] complex) must
raise to adjoin to do. This process will only be legitimateif a can antecedent-govern its trace from that position.18 In order for the antecedent
trace relation to be well-formed,once again NEGP barrierhoodmust be
voided. This will be the case only if the resultingcategorycounts as lexical.
But by condition (26) above, this categorywill count as lexical only if do
is present at S-Structure.Thus, the last functionperformedby lexicalizing
TENSE at S-Structurevia do-supportinvolves precisely the elimination
of do at LF, requiredby the Principleof Full Interpretation.
To summarize,do-supportperformsthree distinct, though clearly related, functions.One, it servesto carrythirdpersonsingularpresenttense
or past tense inflection,which must be bound to a verbal base at PF due
to its affixalmorphologicalnature.Two, it allowsTENSE to assign'verbal
Case' to render a verb visible in structuresin which case assignmentis
otherwiseimpossibledue to the presenceof an interveningbarrier.Three,
it allows verb raisingat LF necessaryfor adjunct 6-role assignment,and
eliminationof a pleonasticelement. In all instances,the centralcontribu18 Note that its trace should be nondeletableas it is the trace of a contentfulelement, the
[V + AF] complexwhichcontainsthe verb.
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tion of do-supportis to lexicalize a category which would otherwise not
count as lexical. But this lexicalizationrequirementis motivatedby principles of distinctlevels of representation(S-Structure,PF, and LF) which
are independent of each other. There is a certain naturalness,then, in
assumingthat the do-insertionprocess occurs at S-Structure,as this is the
level which serves as the interface between PF and LF, and the level at
which we assume Case-theoreticconditionsto be satisfied.
Pleonasticdo shows that the different levels of grammar(S-Structure,
PF, LF) are also evaluated independently by principles of economy.
Chomsky (1991) proposes a "least effort" guideline, mentioned above,
accordingto which derivationsdo not allow "superfluous"elements or
steps, that is, elements or steps which are not requiredby the grammar.
By the 'least effort'guideline, do can only be insertedinto those structures
in which it is needed to fulfill the variousgrammaticalfunctionsoutlined
above. Note, however, that on an analysisin which do has distinctfunctions at different grammaticallevels, economy requirementsmay be unevenly satisfiedon the differentmappings.So for example, while insertion
of do may be necessaryto fulfilla PF requirement,it may be 'superfluous'
with respect to LF functions. With this in mind, let us reconsider the
sentencein (34b), which, recall, is possibleonly on an emphaticinterpretation.
(34)b. He does go talk to you everyday!
We might ask why this sentence has only an emphaticinterpretation,or
more to the point, why do cannot 'rescue'this sentence on a non-emphatic
reading. We are now in a position to suggest an answer to this question.
The insertion of pleonastic do in (34b) is requiredin order to host the
phonologicallyrealized third person affix, that is, to satisfy a PF requirement. However, the presence of do at LF (and S-Structure)violates the
'least effort' guideline; do is 'superfluous'on this mappingsince it is not
needed for barrier-theoreticreasons. Thus, do cannot rescue (34b) on a
non-emphaticreading since-its insertion violates economy. However, in
structurescontaining an EMP node (like structurescontaining a NEG
node), principlesof LF (as well as principlesof PF) requiredo for reasons
discussed earlier.19 Intuitively, the emphatic reading of do provides a

19 In footnote 16 we assumedthat in the absenceof the overt
emphaticmarkerstoolso - as
in John did (toolso) talk to this advisor today! there is an empty EMP node which accomplishesthe same as a full EMP node. Alternatively,we could assume PF-deletionof
too/so, whichare 'recoverable'given the presenceof pleonasticdo.
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mechanismfor reconcilingthe competingeconomy demandsof the different levels of grammar.20
We have alreadydiscussedwhy the sentencesin (38) are ungrammatical.
To conclude this section, let us considerhow our theory of pleonasticdo
accountsfor the facts in (41) and (42):
(41)a. I/you/we/they *(do) not/too enjoy Liszt.
b. He *(does) not/too enjoy Liszt.
c. I/you/he/... *(did) not like the concert.
(42)a. I/you/we/they *(do) not/too go practiceevery day.
b. He *(does) not/too go practiceevery day.
c. He *(did) not/too go practiceenough.
In (41a) and (42a), do is requiredin orderfor TENSE to Case-markenjoy
andgo, respectively.Case markingrequiresgovernment,and government
is blocked by the presence of a NEGP or EMPP, a barrierif it is not
L-marked. Do-support lexicalizes TENSE, allowing it to L-mark these
interveningcategories, and therebyvoids barrierhood.This processfulfills
the same requirementin (41b,c) and (42b,c), but do is also needed here
to carry tense and agreementsuffixeswhich have morphologicalrealizations and which would otherwise be stranded, leading to a violation of
one of their morphological requirements.Additionally, by lexicalizing
TENSE do-supportallows for LF-raisingof the verb, requiredfor 0role
assignmentand eliminationof the pleonasticelement at LF in accordance
with the Principleof Full Interpretation.Sentences containingpleonastic
do in the absence of not or too (or interrogativeinversion,whichwe have
not discussedin detail here) are now uniformlycharacterizedas emphatic;
a non-emphaticreadingis ruled out by principlesof economy.
Finally, our analysis of do has consequences for the theory of 0-affixation. On the traditionalAffix Hopping analysis (Chomsky 1957), 0affixeswere assumedto requirea phonologicalhost just like overt affixes.
Thus, English first and second person present tense 0-affixeswere taken
to undergo Affix Hopping, and where this was blocked, as in the case of
negative and interrogativestructures,do-supportwas requiredto host the
0-affix.We now have evidence, however,that when inflectionhas no overt
morphologicalrealization,it need not lower at all. This leads to no viol20
To properly distinguishbetween 34b and the totally impossible (even with emphatic
interpretation)*I do not have eatenyet!, the 'least effort' conditionmust be interpretedso
thatderivationswhichconformto principlesof UG are more highlyvalued(i.e. less effortful)
thanderivationswhichinvolvelanguage-particular
ruleslike do-support;cf. Chomsky(1991)
for relevantdiscussion.
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ation in the syntax, at LF, or in PF. Hence, structuressuch as (43) are
fully grammatical.
(43) I/you/we/they go talk to him every day.
In the correspondingnegative, emphatic,and interrogativestructures(the
latter to be discussedbelow) do-supportis required,as in (41a, 42a), not
to host the affix, but ratherfor the reasonsjust outlined.
Before we conclude, we will address two areas which might appear
problematicfor the analysisof pleonastic do developed above. The first
one concernssubjunctivestructures,and the second one involvesinversion
structures.
3.3.1. Subjunctives
As noted in section 1, English subjunctivesshow no inflectionalmorphology. This can be seen in sentence (4), repeated below for convenience,
as well as in the examplesin (44):
(4)a.
b.

The police insist that Bill go talk to the counseloronce a week.
I requested that she come discuss this problem with me in
person.

(44)a. They request that you be there on time.
b. They insist that he disclose his bank account.
Note furthermorethat in negative contexts subjunctivesdo not require,
or even tolerate, pleonasticdo:
(45)a. They request that you O/*donot be there tomorrow.
b. They insist that he O/*doesnot be late.
We also observe that be, which normallyraises over negation in indicatives, is not allowed to do so in subjunctives:
(46)a. I insist that you not be there (when she arrives).
b. *I insist that you be not there (when she arrives).21

21 This sentence is grammatical
as a case of phrasalnegation,with not attachedto thereas
in [not[there]],but not as an instanceof true sententialnegation.This grammaticalreading
is completelyirrelevantto our concerns.
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These data indicate that subjunctiveTENSE is 'lexical'. Since pleonastic
do consequentlyis not requiredto lexicalizeTENSE, it is not even allowed
to lexicalizeTENSE, by the 'least effort' condition. Be-raisingis also not
allowed, as it is not when TENSE is occupied by a lexical category such
as a modal verb. On the other hand, the lexical status of TENSE in
subjunctivesnow requiresfurtherclarification,given that this node itself
appearsempty at S-Structure.
It is well-knownthat that-deletionis not allowedin subjunctivecomplements:
(47)

I insist *(that) he be there on time.

Let us interpret this as a sign that the complementizerthat has lexical
(semantic)content in subjunctives,thus disallowingfree deletion. This is
not unreasonablegiven variousproposalswhich suggest that subjunctives
contain a special 'subjunctive operator' in COMP (cf. among others
Kempchinsky1986, En9 1986). Suppose furtherthat this lexical complementizer, that, originates in TENSE and raises to COMP (for relevant
discussion,see Pesetsky 1982 and many other recent sources). The trace
of this raisingprocess will now also count as lexical. This accounts, then,
for the propertiesof subjunctivesdiscussedabove.
3.3.2. Subject-AUX Inversion
Considerfinallystructuresof subject-auxiliaryinversionin interrogatives.
In matrixinterrogativeswhichdo not involve a subjectwh-phrase,TENSE
preposes over the subjectin the familiarSubject-AUXInversionprocess.
If the matrixTENSE lacks a modal, have, or be, pleonastic do appears.
The followingstructureillustratesthe relevantconfigurations(detailsomitted):
(48)
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If TENSE is not lexical, it will not be able to Case-markthe verb, because
AGRP will be a blockingcategoryand inheritbarrierhoodfrom TP, also a
blockingcategory.LexicalizingTENSE, then, allowsit to L-markAGRP,
voiding barrierhood.Its trace will also count as lexical, allowing it to
Case-markthe verb, as requiredunderthe analysissketched above.

4.

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

This paper has presented evidence that an inflectional restrictionon a
small class of verbs in English is due to syntacticand thematic considerations which are independent of principlesof word formation. Thus it
supportsthe claim that the basic propertiesof inflectionalmorphologyare
to be analyzedby makingreferenceto the syntax. On the other hand, we
have arguedthat syntacticprocesseslike pleonasticdo insertionand headto-headmovement,while providinga way for later morphologicalrequirements to be satisfied,are blind to these requirementsand are not affected
by them.
We have argued that primary0-role assignersare not allowed to raise
in the syntaxin English, but may raise at LF to correctan ill-formedchain
that is formed by affix lowering. Secondary(or adjunct) 6-role assigners,
on the other hand, may raise neitherin the syntaxnor at LF (except when
they adjoin to do). Hence, they must remain uninflected, yielding the
essentialempiricaldata discussedin this paper, underthe assumptionthat
comelgo are secondary6-roleassigners.These resultsfollow directlyfrom
a more articulatedtheory of sententialprojections,coupled with Pollock's
'opacity'parameterplus independentfactorsmade availableby the general
theory of adjunctionand X-bar theory.
Finally,we wish to note on a purelyanecdotalbasis that childrenappear
to master the constructiondiscussed in this paper quite early (around
age 2). Based on our observations, they fail to make errors involving
inappropriateinflection of comelgo (with third person singularsubjects,
past tense, etc.); thus they obey the restrictiondiscussed here. This is
particularlynoteworthyin that duringthis period childrentend to widely
over-regularizemorphology, creating eated, goed, bes, etc. However, it
makes sense under our theory, as the only thing childrenmust 'learn'is
that aspectual come and go are secondary 6-role assigners. The 'rest is
given by principlesof UG. But to say they must 'learn' that these verbs
are secondary 6-role assignersis simplyto say they must know that in an
aspectualconstructioncome and go are not primarypredicates.This much
'learning'is clearly required by all theories of acquisition, and amounts
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to nothingmore thanthe claimthat childrenmustbe awareof the meaning
of these words in the relevantsentences.
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